
Product - Safety & PPE OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer):

L3 Harris Aerospace Company: Managing the creation of over 1464 Return 
Merchandise Authorization (RMA) return orders for equipment repairs, Purchase 
Requisitions exceeding $1.7 million, and ordered Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) parts totaling $550,000 in 2023.
Thales Group IT Company: For over 3 years, created 380 Return Merchandise 
Authorization (RMA) return orders to return equipment to Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) for repairs. Purchase Requisition’s for $600 thousand. 
Ordered OEM parts from Thales Group for $285 thousand in 2023.

Staffing - HR (Human Resource Professionals):

Supreme Cargo LLC: Provided skilled owner operators with dry vans, hotshots, 
and box trucks. Beyond logistics, we were instrumental in Supreme Cargo LLC’s 
shift to an S-Corp corporation, guaranteeing federal and state compliance by 
collecting all business receipts and invoices.
St. Luke ELC: Scope: Daily janitorial services for a 20,000 sq. ft. School. 
Highlights: Achieved consistently high cleanliness ratings and client satisfaction 
scores. Responded promptly to special requests and emergencies, demonstrating 
flexibility and reliability.
Gastrointestinal Diseases, Inc: Scope: Weekly cleaning services for multiple 
medical locations. Highlights: Executed thorough cleaning of critical areas such as 
surgical suites, intensive care units, and emergency departments. Implemented 
infection control measures to support the hospital's commitment to patient safety 
and satisfaction.

PAST PERFORMANCES 
Department of Defense (DOD) - Logistics & Supply:

V2X, VECTRUS:  Maintained over 3.2 million work orders from start to end. 
Reviewing and distributing production, work, and shipment schedules. 
Compiling reports on progress of work, inventory levels, cost, and production 
problems. 
Navistar Vehicle Manufacturer: Supervisor over 20 FSR (Field Service 
Representative) monitoring available supplies, materials, and products.
Assessing the work performance of employees and identifying areas that need 
improvement.
ManTech International: Exhaust 6.3 million preparing paperwork necessary 
to facilitate the onward movement of equipment to DRMO (Defense 
Reutilization and Marketing Office), and other designated locations via US 
Postal Service, DHL, and FEDEX. Manage accountability and visibility actions 
for GFE (Government Furnished Equipment) / GFM (Global Force 
Management Data).

Transportation - FTL, LTL, Flat Bed, Hotshot, Hook & Drops:

Kucera Painting Inc: Arranged transportation for company 2008 
International box truck from Atlanta, Georgia to Hastings, Nebraska, using flat 
beds using most cost-effective solutions.
Smart Way Enterprise LLC: Provided three trailer carriers to complete a six-
month contract in Enumclaw, Washington. This contract entailed the delivery 
of live fish to the Mud Mountain Dam Fish Passage Facility, demonstrating our 
ability to handle difficult logistics and meet specific contract criteria.

CORE COMPETENCIES
At Footprints Freight Logistics, LLC, our core competencies lie in simplifying and optimizing global logistics, products, and services for our clients. We specialize in 
providing tailored solutions that address the unique needs of each customer. 

Our commitment to innovation and reliability sets us apart, guaranteeing that all aspects of your request are met with precision. With a dedicated team of 
experienced professionals and a focus on quality, efficiency, and client satisfaction, we offer comprehensive services tailored to meet diverse needs. Managing a 
wide range of logistical, services, and supply difficulties with flexibility and skill. 
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"With you every step of the way."

COMPANY DATA
DBE, WOSB, MBE CERTIFIED

UEI:GA8PTU1GFK84 
CAGE: 9LLT0 | DUNS: 118936030 

MC: 1523672 | USDOT: 4032127

NAICS: 488510

DIFFERENTIATORS
We’re your committed partner, actively contributing to your business crucial 
enterprise solutions. Our dedicated team ensures comprehensive 
support, going beyond assistance to the foundational success of the companies 
we serve. NAICS Code: 333249, 423450, 423490, 484230, 561311, 541612, 
561210.




